
Authors and others have published prior applications, authors themselves have published a separate 

prior description of SCOPE. Now they provide a careful well-written well-justified description of the 

SCOPE data product. Sets a good example: country-specific re-analysis followed by careful 

downscaling of a global reanalysis to reconstruct a long high-resolution meteorological / hydrological 

record. Useful and necessary expansion of Appendix B in 2017 HESS paper (as the authors explicitly 

state in line 29 on page 3 of this manuscript). Propose as a ‘remedy’ to sparse - in duration and 

location - data, but of course the reanalyses themselves, e.g. 20CR or ERA-20C, depended originally 

on the same sparse (in space and time) observational networks. Description of the downscaling 

probably belongs in a different journal but in this case the authors took the initiative and opportunity 

to validate against, e.g., long local time series.  

Two potential uses: for research on hydrology in/over France and, somewhat neglected, as an 

example for other similar applications in other countries. How would or will SCOPE work in data 

sparse areas, e.g. Canada or Russia with interesting and vital hydrology in the frozen north but with 

data and research focus on small agricultural areas of the south? Or Brazil or China for similar 

reasons - rare reliable data time series from mostly-urban locations needing temporal and spatial 

extrapolation to larger areas covering a range of land surface types? (Additional similar comment 

below.)  

Overall a good description of an impressive effort. Recommend publication subject to some modest 

changes / improvements. 

The authors would like to thank Referee 2 for his/her positive comments on the manuscript. Indeed, 

the method has not been applied in other countries – yet. SCOPE requires a high-resolution 

reanalysis, which will be extended on the longer period of a large-scale reanalysis. In France, the 

good-quality Safran reanalysis was available, but it is not the case everywhere. Applying SCOPE 

would not be possible without a reasonably long dataset (20 to 30 years) providing local 

meteorology. Moreover, large-scale reanalyses, such as 20CR, are of sufficient good quality in France 

thanks to the high amount of data assimilated over Western Europe. It is not the case everywhere in 

the world and this would have direct implications on the quality of the reconstructions. This would 

still be a very interesting extension to the validation of SCOPE to use it in other countries, with the 

available observations. We also thank him/her for the specific and technical comments (in italic 

below) that will lead to improve the manuscript. The detailed answers to the specific comments are 

presented below. 

Page 2 line 18: Here the authors use the word ‘general’ - “The most general choices have been made 

…” ‘General’ in this context can unfortunately imply casual, or avoiding specific information. I think 

the authors mean ‘broadly relevant’, e.g. that they carefully and intentionally constructed this 

product to serve a wide range of research users. Replace the word ‘general’ to better describe their 

intent?  

Indeed, this is a good remark. This will be rephrased.  

Page 2 line 19: “the ensemble aspect”. The authors clearly intend this as an advantage of this product 

but for an observational audience in ESSD, they may need to elaborate about those supposed 

advantages. Later they compare random-selected ensemble members and in one case focus on one 

specific ensemble member. They even show statistical uncertainties clearly derived across 25 

ensemble members, so they clearly regard the ensemble aspect as an asset. Authors need to share 

their confidence a bit more explicitly here? 



Indeed, randomly selected members have sometimes been selected in order to provide examples of 

a full clear validation of SCOPE Climate. As the dataset has numerous dimensions (8602 grid cells, 

daily for 140 years, 3 variables, 25 members), choices to reduce some dimensions have been made to 

make the validation hopefully easier to understand. Some sentences will be added to the text to 

explain why it is important to keep an ensemble aspect.  

 Page 2 line 21: “… provides homogeneous time series that will ensure the spatial consistency required 

for all studies.” These authors may themselves ‘require’ spatial consistency for their own work and 

may hope that other researchers follow this example. However, one can imagine a range of 

applications and publications based on this product that will not need or acknowledge consistency 

with other uses imposed by shared use of one product. Rather than ‘required’, I think the authors 

mean ‘encouraged’ or ‘enabled’? Also, spatial consistency in this case derives from ‘spatial’ 

homogeneity but as written the sentence allows confusion between spatial and temporal 

homogeneity and consistency, e.g. a homogeneous time series ensures spatial consistency? 

Indeed, if a study focuses on a specific grid cell, the spatial consistency is not required. Nevertheless, 

if a study is focused on an area composed of several grid cells spanning different climatically 

homogenous zones, spatial consistency is often compulsory. Spatial consistency allows to study a 

specific meteorological event in a coherent way over a region or to use the meteorological fields as 

input to a hydrological model. The authors will think about a rephrasing. 

608 climate zones but across the area of France that represents an average climate zone extent of 

roughly every 30x30km? Thus, at 8 km resolution, perhaps 12-16 grid points in an average climate 

zone but more likely only one or two grid points in small alpine zones with perhaps 50 grid points per 

broad climate zones of the Atlantic coast, Mediterranean coast or central agricultural areas (e.g 

corresponding to the HER regions Armoricain, Mediterraneen or Tables calcaires in Appendix C of the 

HESS paper)? But only 22 HER (Hydro-ecoregions) used in the HESS paper? Where did the 8 km 

resolution come from: computational limitations, geospatial considerations? Why focus on 608 

regions here but only 22 in the hydrology application? What advantages?  

The gridded resolution of 8-km comes from the Safran local reanalysis. There are 8602 Safran cells 

dispatched into 608 climatically homogenous zones, indeed varying in size according to the spatial 

heterogeneity of e.g. relief (see Vidal et al., 2010, for a map of climatically homogenous zones). The 

aim of SCOPE is to extend it to the longer period of a large-scale reanalysis (here 20CR). The resulting 

dataset (SCOPE Climate) will have the same resolution than the original local-scale reanalysis (so 8-

km). The hydro ecoregions were used in the HESS paper only as an intermediate spatial scale to 

simplify the spatial aggregation of low-flow events across France.  

Page 2 line 28 and following: Confusion about Safran temporal extent. Here we read “ August 1958 

onwards” which implies up to present day. At the end of the paragraph, however, we read “ August 

1958 to July 2008”. But, if Safran relies on “first guess from the ERA-40 reanalysis”, ERA-40 covers 

only to 2002? Later, on page 4 line 29 we read “using the August 1982-July 2002 period”. But, two 

lines later we again read August 1958 to July 2008. Later still, including in Figure legends, a reader 

sees 1958 to 2008, 1958 to 2007, 1958 to 2002, etc. At one point later the authors present a set of 

2011 data, described as outside of Safran but valid for comparison with Safran? Please can the 

authors specify the precise data sources and assimilation processes of Safran and consequently its 

exact temporal extent? 

Safran is updated each year and is available 1958 - onwards. Indeed, ERA-40 is ending in 2002. Since 

2002, first guest field are not taken from ERA-40 but from ECMWF operational archives (Vidal et al., 

2010). To sum up, Safran is available from 1958-onwards, the archive period where local scenarios 



are picked up is 1958-2008, the target period to reconstruct is 1871-2012 and the period where 

analogy domains are optimised is 1982-2002. As the target period is 1871-2012, SCOPE Climate is 

available on 1871-2012. This is why the authors are able to show a reconstruction of the 2011 year, 

which is outside of the optimisation and archive periods of the SCOPE method.  

Page 3 line 6 and following: here a reader learns that the time extent of SCOPE comes from the time 

extent of V2 of 20CR, e.g. 1871 to 2012, because (as stated on Page 4 line 8) “the largescale 

reanalysis is then the only dataset that must be available over the period to reconstruct.” This 

information should have come earlier, to justify the SCOPE time period? Authors correct about 20CR 

depending on SLP but 20 CR V2 also assimilated SST and perhaps sea ice?  

As the method is described after the data section, the authors do not think it would be valuable 

justifying a part of the method in the data section or the introduction. Nevertheless, the introduction 

specify the period of availability of SCOPE Climate. Indeed for 20CR, this will be added. 

Page 3 line 21 and following: the authors used only a single Atlantic SST? Given the maps and the 

inclusion of Corsica, why did they not also include a Mediterranean SST data point? In the phrase 

“optimised grid cell”, what does ‘optimised’ mean? I understand why they include an ocean predictor 

but I do not understand why only this one? Perhaps the only one with a longenough time series 

record, and even then they had to interpolate from monthly to daily? So far as I can tell, Appendix B 

of the HESS paper (cited in line 23) makes no reference to ocean data, no reference to monthly to 

daily interpolation, and no mention of SST as a valid predictor? Later (line 1 of Page 6) the authors 

justify this single SST point based on “consistency over France and parsimony of parameters” but 

additional SST points would not change the number of large-scale predictors and subsequent 

importance and uncertainty assigned to Mediterranean regions and convective precipitation suggests 

perhaps the benefit of including Mediterranean ocean SST. No longer possible for this data product, 

but something to recommend for next version or future efforts?  

One grid point has been chosen for the sake of simplicity. Three grid points have first been studied 

(North Sea, Atlantic, Mediterranean Sea). The grid point in Atlantic is the one having the largest 

influence over the territory, even if it was not the best for Corsica. Optimised means that this grid 

point has been chosen after an optimisation process looking at the correlation between Safran data 

and all the available grid points. Appendix B of the HESS paper does not talk about the SST predictor 

as the addition of this predictor is the subject of the entire first article in Climate of the past 

(Caillouet et al., 2016), and is integrated in the method called “Stepwise”. Data for SST comes from 

ERSSTv3b (see Sect. 2.1.3), which is a reanalysis available between 1854 and present days. Choosing 

two different grid points for the SST predictor would mean partitioning France for each grid point. 

This would have raised the question of continuity between these areas. Even with the use of a single 

grid point, we were able to correct the regime asymmetry of precipitation in Mediterranean areas 

(with the grid point in Atlantic) as well as the temperature regime (see Caillouet et al., 2016). Further 

tests might be performed to see the influence of two grid points instead of one. 

 

Page 5 lines 4,5: SANDHY set up for a single predictand, precip. Authors want to extend SANDHY to 

two additional predictands, temperature and evapotranspiration. Therefore, authors developed the 

following steps, e.g. 2.2.2, 2.2.3 and 2.2.4? Step 2 (SANDHY-SUB) adds SST and T2M as predictors? 

Step 3 corrects a 10% dry precip bias by iteratively removing driest analog years (?) followed by 

resampling? Step 4 involves a rank correlation shuffle within ensemble members to improve spatial 

cross-correlation but because of shorter archive time period compared to longer target period, the 

shuffling can only improve spatial correlations, not temporal correlations? That fact that I needed to 



write this summary for myself suggests that the authors, in their accurate and detailed sequential 

description, have left this reader a bit in the dark about how each step leads to the overall goal. 

Perhaps in the final paragraph of the Introduction or as the initial outline of Section 2? 

Figure 2 is here to summarise all these steps and put them together. We can add some lines near this 

figure to precise the succession of steps. Concerning the Schaake Shuffle, the initial method allows to 

ensure the temporal consistency because the method uses a reference dataset with the same length 

of the reconstructed dataset. This is not possible for us as our reconstructed dataset is 142 years 

length and the maximum length of our reference dataset is approx. 50 years. Several attempts have 

been made to adapt this feature, without success for now. 

Page 6 Figure 2: is identical to Figure B1 from the HESS paper and should be cited as such?  

Indeed, this is just the figure summarising all steps. We do not think adding a reference to the HESS 

paper would help the reader as this paper is mainly for the drought method and not SCOPE. 

Page 16 Figure 9 (and applies to other figures): Authors mix percentage differences for precip and 

evapotranspiration with absolute differences for temperature. But, guessing at an average 

temperature for France of 10C, 0.2C difference would represent 2%, much better than but now at 

least in the same units as precip and evapotranspiration? The authors have some reason for using this 

mixture of relative and absolute units?  

It is simply not possible to define a percentage difference on a variable that is not always positive like 

T. Relative difference is better suited for P as they allow for removing the effect of baseline spatial 

heterogeneity. 

Page 17 line 4,5: Valid caution here about application of SCOPE evapotranspiration to specific events 

but this caution should appear or should also appear in the data limitations section, e.g. page 21 

starting from line 25? That paragraph seems to hint at this issue, but this statement provides a more 

specific example.  

It appears in page 21 l.25: “Results for reference evapotranspiration showed weak performances at a 

daily and monthly time step. Thus, it is not recommended to use SCOPE Climate for specific studies 

on evapotranspiration. Nevertheless, it is possible to use this variable in hydrological modelling for 

regions and/or temporal periods where/when this variable is not the main driver of streamflow.”  

17 line 7,8: Here the authors provide precip bias estimate “median of annual precipitation bias 

between Safran and SCOPE Climate shows an absolute value under 5% for the entire France , …”. But 

on Page 6 line 16 the authors claimed “retrieve a near-zero bias in mean interannual precipitation 

over France.” Respectable results in either case, but do these two statements coincide or differ?  

These two statements are indeed for the same dataset. The absolute value is under 5% for the entire 

France, meaning that values can be positive or negative. It leads, if we do the mean, to a near-zero 

bias. 

Page 17 line 10,11: Confusing! Does this statement “… spring is the only season when there are a few 

dry analogue dates after SANDHY-SUB …” indicate that the subsetting removed dry days from the 

spring, leaving fewer dry days and a larger proportion of normal or wet days? Or, does the statement 

indicate - as written but seems unlikely - that only spring has a few dry days? Please revise and clarify.  

Annual precipitation is underestimated, this is the reason why the bias correction consists in 

removing dry days in the 25-member ensemble of SCOPE Climate. Summer, autumn and winter 

precipitation amounts are indeed underestimated. Nevertheless, the spring season shows an 



overestimation of precipitation. This means than removing dry days in spring will potentially 

exacerbate the precipitation overestimation during this season. This could be managed by adapting 

the number of dry days to remove depending on the season, as it is done for the zones. Zero dry days 

would be removed in spring, whereas 1, 2 or 3 days will be removed in the other seasons. This has 

not been done for the sake of parsimony as the number of days is already adapted to each of the 608 

zones. This will be clarified. 

Page 22 line 6: convective precipitation. For this reader, the authors have offered several hints 

throughout the manuscript of this combined temporal, resolution and geographic weakness for 

convective precipitation, vis. weaknesses in Mediterranean regions, weaknesses in abrupt 

topographic regions, weaknesses in Atlantic SST as applied to Mediterranean coastline, weaknesses in 

autumnal precip and temperature patterns. These various factors, if highlighted and combined here, 

would add some specificity to the convective precip issue? Rather than weakening the outcome, 

identification of this process as difficult would in fact strengthen the reader’s sense that the authors 

know their product and their French geography. A sentence about this difficult-to-resolve issue should 

appear in the abstract?  

More than the choices we made in the method, the difficulty to reconstruct convective precipitation 

comes from the basic principle of downscaling methods. Convective precipitation are short events 

with huge amount of precipitation, and are not detectable at a large-scale resolution. This is why 

climate models are always increasing in resolution, to take into account the small case processes 

leading to convective precipitation. Even with a wind and humidity predictor in SANDHY, it is really 

difficult to relate a convective local event to a specific pattern in large scale predictors. This can be 

added in the data limitations. 

Somewhere, probably in the conclusions, the authors could / should include a sentence or two about 

application of the SCOPE approach, and specifically of the three ‘improvements’ imposed after the 

SANDHY step, to other settings. The authors have noted the positive aspects of highresolution time 

series available for the UK. Could they here make a comment about the opposite situation: larger 

areas with scarce or no data? Could they or anyone who wishes to reproduce their effort for other 

regions even imagine this work without the existence of Safran? How would a country of large area 

and broad range of land surfaces develop information and skills necessary to repeat a SCOPE-like 

reconstruction? Works nicely for France. Could it work elsewhere? 

As this is a data paper and not a methodological paper, the authors didn’t want to emphasize the 

conclusion on the method (SCOPE), but preferred to present the dataset (SCOPE Climate) and his 

advantages. The last point was already discussed in the first comment, reconstructing data with 

SCOPE requires long observations. This would be an interesting work to apply SCOPE on point 

observations, knowing that the quality of the resulting dataset will depend on the quality of 20CR 

over the corresponding area, and on the quality of local observations. 
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